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Good Work, Mental Health & Workplace Wellbeing – a
summary in four quotes
“In the future, we’ll work flexible hours
to accommodate phased commuting;
distance between desks; fewer people
in the office at any one time; fewer
F2F meetings and limits on the
numbers in a lift.”
“I hope we re-evaluate life and
relationships. Acquire less and give more.
Seek balance not endless commercial
growth. Pay key workers properly! Sorry
got to rush now - another bloody Zoom
meeting coming up shortly.”

“Work stopped completely, so I
have had to re-invent what I do
and how I do it, meaning longer
hours and much more pressure
financially.”

“We have a once in a generation
opportunity to radically rethink not
just how, but why we work and to
change accordingly.”

About the survey
▪

Survey conducted with c.200 members of the Jericho Community, mainly those working (or
furloughed as a result of COVID-19) in major business districts, across a range of professional
services and business leadership roles
– This is not a representative picture of working Britain

▪

Data collected between 19 and 29 April 2020

▪

Where percentage results do not sum to 100%, this is due to rounding, multiple response questions or
exclusion of “don’t know” categories

▪

Not all questions were answered by everyone. All responses provided anonymously

Good Work, Mental Health & Workplace Wellbeing –
Overview
▪

Coronavirus has placed a different set of pressures and uncertainties (financial, emotional, parental
etc.) on individuals. There is no one homogenous impact
– For many, life – not work - has taken centre-stage

▪

Productivity may be down, but overall work/ life balance may be on the up
– Not everyone is thriving; not everyone is even confident of surviving; but have all had to adapt, and
many of those adaptations are positive

▪

The office is dead, long live the (flexible) office
– Limits on numbers in lifts; in meeting rooms; in the office; and on public transport all mean that we
will need to maintain flexibility in how, where and when we work

▪

This is a moment of opportunity - and one of hope
– Society does not have to return to the pre-Coronavirus world. Many in the ‘rat race’ can find new
ways – based on what we have learned from this enforced change – to redefine what we want
from society, community and our individual (working and personal) lives

The future of the office

Whilst a vast and varied impact on working lives is
expected – and not always negative
Q. As a specific result of the Coronavirus epidemic and its impact on your working life, which of
the following apply to you?
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I am more confident in being able to work remotely

48%
48%

I expect to be able to set my own working pattern

I will try and maintain social distancing for the foreseeable future
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I will expect more from my colleagues in terms of hygiene, reduced personal…
I have less job security
I am worried about a return to being in close proximity to other people
I will only put myself in situations where I can maintain social distancing for the…
I am worried about a return to working in close proximity to co-workers
I will expect more from my employer in terms of keeping me safe whilst I am…
I am worried about a return to an office-based workplace
I have less trust in my organisation to look after my mental wellbeing

Base: Jericho community (c.200), April 2020
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The post-Corona “office” may be markedly different and
more flexible than its predecessor
▪

▪

▪

Once companies re-open their offices, expectations for change run high,
with social distancing (travelling and while at the office) having to be
accommodated – via flexible working patterns for all.
In addition, the future office must:
– Have better hygiene facilities and demands
– Host fewer face-to-face meetings and greater use of virtual
meetings
– Less personal contact with each other and equipment
– Trust employees more

And may…
– … end hotdesking
– … limit numbers in lifts
– … have one-way walkways

“Limit the number of people in the
office (we were packed in like
sardines before).”

“I think they will need to introduce
practical measures like limits on how
many can be in a lift or meeting room.”

“Not all employees should be expected or required to work
from the office at all times. I’d also expect more space
between desks and staggered starts so not everyone using
public transport at the same time to get in.”

Productivity and work/ life balance

Productivity has dropped for the majority but
more say they have a better work/ life balance
Q. Before Coronavirus, how productive in
your job were you compared to today…

I was slightly less
productive

I was much less productive

10% 1%
23%
I was neither
more nor less
productive

Q. Before Coronavirus, how would you
rate your work/ life balance compared
to today…

11%

I was much more
productive

I had a slightly
worse work/
life balance

33%

I had a much better work/
life balance

I had a much worse work/
life balance

10%

24%

I had a slightly
better work/
life balance

31%

34%
I was slightly more productive

Base: Jericho community (c.200), April 2020

25%
My work/ life balance was
much the same

The impact is individual; many are struggling, others are
thriving
▪

Separation of home life/ work and the inability to “switch off” is a real problem. This also manifests
itself in the increased hours some people work as a result
– For others there is a massive increase in financial pressures
– Home schooling increases life’s workload
– While the pressure-valve of “life” outside the home has been removed
“I am now cleaner, nanny, wife, teacher. Oh, yes and a CEO.”

▪

However, no commute and more “family time” has helped many improve their work/ life balance,
while flexibility, exercise and control over one’s working life (and a reduction in hours) are also major
positives

“For the first time in five years I have proper time with my family. Not always easy, but gold dust.”

Thinking ahead

Coronavirus’ legacy?: Uncertainty and an openness to
change society for the good
Q. In which of the following areas to you thinking differently, as a specific result of Coronavirus
and its impact on work and society?
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I am open to new ideas that ensure we can provide for our society more
holistically

79%
77%

The world has become a more uncertain place

62%

I have more respect for NHS and care workers

48%

My view of what is a “key job” has altered

28%

My view of what is a “quality job” has altered
Politicians and political leaders are unfairly portrayed in the media

Base: Jericho community (c.200), April 2020
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For many, the working world may have changed
permanently for the better…

▪ As a result of the epidemic, there has been a
reassessment of what Good Work looks like

“A reclassification of what is important to
people. A sense of empathy and
community that spreads up and down
titles. A conversation about mental health
and well-being that didn’t exist before.”

▪ In addition, there has needed to be more trust
between employer and employee

“I really do hope that the Government pays
attention to public mood re NHS, care and
other essential worker.”

▪ There has also been a shift towards a greater sense
of community and collaboration and a hopeful future
for society, the environment and the business of the
future

“My boss at my former employer was a WFH
sceptic (trust issues) and has been forced
to accept this change her.”
“It could go either way. Companies can cut
jobs and be brutal about it, but I am hopeful
that new ways of working, new social
conscience and new collaboration will
continue.”
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